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SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT

A POSITIVE DIFFERENCE

By Public, International and Alumni Relations

By NIE Alumna, Ms Ou Niangtai Janice

O

ur heartiest congratulations to
one of NIE alumna, Ms Eliza Ng,
for setting a new national record
for the 3000m steeplechase
race at the recent 2014 Singapore Athletic
Association Track and Field Series 5 event.
The long distance specialist set a timing
of 12:56:30, beating the previous record
timing of 13:29:43 which was previously
set in 2010.
“As a kid, I loved racing with my sisters and
neighbours along my house corridor. From
that very moment, I fell in love with running,”
the competitive athlete recalled. Her love
for Track and Field eventually became a
serious passion when she met Associate
Professor Govindasamy Balasekaran from
the Physcial Education and Sports Science
Academic Group. “Dr Bala is truly an
inspiration to me in all aspects. Even when
I failed to meet his expectations, he never
gave up on me and for that, I am eternally
grateful towards him. Through running,
he taught me to be a better and stronger
individual,” she quipped.

Indeed, Ms Ng is not one to rest on her
laurels. She has already set her sights to
attempt to break all the long distance national
records. “The steeplerace event is just the
beginning of my running achievements. I
will run faster in all the events and hope to
bring glory to Singapore. I hope to achieve
the same success that Dr Bala had in his
prime,” she said.

Spoken like a true champion. We wish you
all the best in your running endeavours and
are certain that you will continue to fly the
NIE flag high!
Below: Greater things are in store for Ms
Eliza Ng (left) with the help and guidance of
Assoc Prof Govindasamy Balasekaran

S

elected as Valedictorian of the
Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony
January 2015 graduand cohort
and also a recipient of the NIE
Gold Medal award, Ms Janice Ou says that
one of the most unforgettable lessons for
her during her young schooldays were her
interactions with her teacher.
“It was not just one moment that resulted
in change, but many such moments of
positive encouragement and hard work

on my teacher’s part that has moved me.
I had a Math teacher in secondary school
who believed in me and motivated me to
strive for the better,” she explained. Such
bittersweet memories have helped the
Postgraduate Diploma in Education top
performer admit that she is forever changed
in her convictions toward teaching and how
she wants to pursue her lifelong career.
She added: “I made the decision to become
a teacher because I believe that education

is a means to broaden one’s horizons and
I want to be a part of that for others; just as
how my teacher was to me.”
In her valedictory speech, she too
encouraged her fellow peers to strive for
the best and make a positive difference in
their students’ lives.
Bottom: Ms Janice Ou (right) receiving her
graduation certificate from Ms Chan Lai Fung,
Permanent Secretary (Education), Ministry
of Education
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DATE

VENUE

CONTACT
Mr Clement Ng
Email clement.ng@nie.edu.sg

Graduate Studies and Professional
Learning Openhouse

18 Apr 2015

NIE Singapore

Curriculum Forum

8 May 2015

NIE Singapore Block
5, Level 1,Lecture
Theatre 2

Assistant Professor Leonel Lim
Email leonel.lim@nie.edu.sg

Learning Forum for Mentors

28 May 2015

NIE Singapore

Mr Sunny Sitoe
Email sunny.sitoe@nie.edu.sg

Redesigning Pedagogy International
Conference 2015

2 – 4 June 2015

NIE Singapore

Email rpcsec@nie.edu.sg

Ms Imelda Binte Rostam
Email imelda.rostam@nie.edu.sg
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